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The Coming Apocalypse for U.S. Airline Labor

A travel recovery may be starting, but it may not be enough to save thousands of
U.S. airline jobs. Unless Congress acts to extend payroll protections, mass
layoffs could start on October 1.

READ MORE

Travel Loyalty: Join Our Online Summit Next Week

As the travel industry begins its long recovery, loyalty is emerging as one of the
key factors for consumers eager to travel once again. Join us on July 16 for our
latest online summit featuring Skift editors in conversation with travel leaders as
we explore the challenges and opportunities ahead for customer loyalty program
experts.

REGISTER NOW

What a New Surcharge From Singapore Airlines Could Mean
for Other Carriers

It used to be just the European carriers that made bold statements like this
against legacy distribution giants. Not anymore.

READ MORE

How Fraudsters Bilked American Airlines and Citibank in
Frequent Flyer Schemes

Airlines have complete control over their frequent flyer programs. They can take
your miles for nearly any reason. It is probably not a good idea to try to defraud
them.

READ MORE

Vacation Rental Brand Vrbo Emerges as Expedia Star With
Pandemic-Era Bookings

Vrbo has been in the right place(s) at the right time, somewhat reversing a very
challenged 2019. Is the changed trajectory a momentary blip in the throes of a
pandemic, or will it be sustainable?

READ MORE

Introducing the Next Phase of Skift’s Evolution: Skift Pro, Our
Daily News Membership Service

Skift Pro is designed to give our loyal travel industry readers unlimited access to
our independent and exclusive news coverage and directly support Skift
business and growth from here.

READ MORE

Expedia to Deliver Early Payday to Private Equity Investors

It's no accident that Expedia Group disclosed improved booking trends on
Monday, and then announced a senior notes offering to refinance the company's
private equity debt a day later. Hey, whether you are a homeowner or a giant
online travel company, a good refinancing deal can be smart and hard to resist.

READ MORE

Choice Hotels Goes Deeper on U.S. Job Cuts Amid Longer
Recovery Expectations

Choice Hotels' permanent job cuts show even companies that rely more on the
rapidly recovering drive-to, leisure travel segment aren't immune to coronavirus'
negative business impact.

READ MORE
EDITOR'S PICKS

New Booking Data Shows Lopsided Global Recovery Frustrating
Travel Outfits
You can't really talk about a global recovery for the travel sector overall. Regions are
out of sync, reveals new data from Travelport. Companies are affected differently,
depending on their market exposure.

READ MORE

Your City Was Home to a Superspreader Hotel: What Hospitality
Can Learn From Boston’s Comeback Plan
The world's hotels need events and meetings to return, likely before a coronavirus
vaccine is released, in order to survive financially. Boston's rebound plan is a
solution with global implications.

READ MORE

Why Can’t Planners Turn a Profit With Virtual Events?
Virtual events have allowed the industry to survive in some form throughout the past
few months of coronavirus-prompted cancellations and shutdowns — but only
somewhat. Event tech tools are still largely lacking key features that planners need
to be profitable.

READ MORE
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